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While we are here this evening to honor and to recognize each of you for your 
educational achievement, there are probably few of us in this room tonight who 
could completely agree on what we think is a good education. 

We might surely agree that mastery of certain subjects is important and useful, but 
beyond that small parcel of common ground I suspect that all of us have rather 
individualized notions about what is really worth studying, worth knowing, and 
worth learning. 

Even if we can't agree that what is an "ideal" education, all of us do have a reason 
for wanting to learn. Whether we believe in the concept that education should be 
the instrument for securing a good job and material rewards, or whether we believe 
it to be the pursuit of knowledge for knowledge's sake, the point is that we each 
have some concept of the benefits of education. 

In August of 1981, the President of the United States created the National 
Commission on Excellence in Education, a panel of distinguished experts drawn 
from many educational fields, from various parts of the country, and from various 
walks of life. He directed the Commission to examine the American educational 
system and to present to the American people a report on the quality of education 
in America. 

The Commission's report, transmitted to the President and made public on April 
26, is entitled "A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform." As its 
title suggests, the report is highly critical of recent trends in American education. 
Without attempting to define the "ideal education", the Commission concluded that 
the educational foundations of our society are being seriously eroded. Its findings 
were based on studies and comparisons of the achievements of American students 
with the performance of students in other countries. 

Analyzing student performance in certain tested categories, the Commission 
discovered that over the last 25 years, average scores on nationally recognized 
achievement and aptitude tests have steadily declined. It found fault especially 



with what the Commission terms the "lowered standards" of today's high schools 
curriculum and the "lowered expectations" we have come to consider reasonable 
for today's students. 

In an attempt to underscore the urgency of the problem, the Commission writes: 
"Our Nation is at risk. Our once unchallenged pre-eminence in commerce, 
industry, science, and technological innovation is being overtaken by competitors 
throughout the world. What was unimaginable a generation ago has begun to occur 
-- others are matching our educational attainment. 

"If an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America the mediocre 
educational performance that exists today, we might well have viewed it as an act 
of war. As it stands, we have allowed it to happen to ourselves." 

"Our society and its educational institutions seem to have lost sight of the basic 
purposes of schooling, and of the high expectations and disciplined effort needed 
to attain them." 

Urging us to respond quickly to these problems, the Commission offers a series of 
recommendations. First, that high school graduation requirements be strengthened, 
and that, at a minimum, all students seeking a diploma be required to lay the 
foundation in certain basic areas of knowledge by mastering a course of study that 
includes four years of English, three of math, three of science, three of social 
studies, and one half year of computer instruction. For college bound students, two 
years of foreign language study were strongly advised. 

Second, it recommended that schools, colleges, and universities adopt more 
rigorous standards and higher expectations for academic performance and student 
conduct, as well as raise requirements for admission. 

Third, that significantly more time be devoted to instruction in the traditional areas 
of reading, writing, and arithmetic, and to this end there were suggestions of 
lengthening the school day as well as the school year. 

The Commission also offered a series of ideas intended to improve the preparation 
of teachers and to make teaching a more rewarding and respected profession, with 
higher educational standards, increased salaries, performance-based promotion and 
hiring decisions, and incentives such as grants and loans that would attract 
outstanding students to the teaching profession. 



Lastly, the report asked citizens across the nation to hold elected officials, school 
boards, and educators responsible for providing the leadership necessary to achieve 
these results and to provide the support and stability required to make these 
reforms possible. 

As I mentioned earlier, we may not agree on all the reasons why learning and 
knowledge are important, but we can surely appreciate that in order for a society or 
a nation to progress, a vast majority of its citizens must be able to each some 
common understanding on a number of complex ideas and issues. 

It is education and knowledge which allow us to form these common 
understandings. But the increasing difficulty in our age and time, and all the more 
so for future generations, is that the issues and ideas are growing more and more 
complex, more and more difficult to grasp. 

Consider, for a moment, the pace of technological innovation, from theory to 
practical application, and how that pace has quickened the past 300 years. 
The first experiments in steam generated power were conducted in France in 1666, 
but it was not until 1825 -- one hundred and sixty years later -- that the steam 
engine powered a locomotive. 

Theories of electricity were first discussed in 1800, but eighty years passed before 
the first commercial power plant was built in 1880. 

Only fifty years elapsed between the publication of Einstein's original theories of 
nuclear fission and the time when the first nuclear powered submarine was 
commissioned and built. Only ten years passed between the development of the 
transistor by Bell Laboratories in 1948 and its eventual use in satellites and 
computers. And it took a mere seven years from the initial discovery of the LASER 
in 1958 until its widespread use in medicine and industry was first attempted in 
1965. 

It took America more than 100 years to make the transition from an agricultural 
society to an industrial society. It then took us just two decades to shift from a 
primarily industrial to an information society, where today the overwhelming 
majority of the working population are engaged in the creation, processing, and 
distribution of information. Today, approximately 60% of us work in information 
jobs -- programmers, teachers, clerks, secretaries, accountants, stockbrokers, 
managers, insurance people, bureaucrats, lawyers, bankers, and technicians. And 



obviously, in an information society, the most important resource is information 
and the key to that resource is knowledge. 

Because the rate of change in the American workforce has become so rapid, 
knowledge and education have become indispensable tools for coping with the 
changes and for harnessing new discoveries to worthy purposes. 

Very few would quarrel with the need for quality education and stronger schools. 
But experts, teachers, political leaders, and the public often widely disagree over 
what should be taught, who should run the schools, and how they should be run. 
The disagreement is genuine and sincere. Consensus on these issues is difficult to 
reach, because of the many different ways that reasonable, knowledgeable, and 
experienced people can and do define quality education. 

Let me suggest that you, the student, no matter what your age, should not be an 
innocent bystander in this controversy over the definition of a quality education. 
While government, business, teachers, and educators play an enormous role in 
shaping your education, ultimately you are responsible -- and deserve most of the 
credit -- for getting what you do out of education. 

Begin thinking now, if you haven't already, what you can do to expand your 
education. 

As you think about your next step in the formal learning process, no matter 
whether it is a college class or a vocational course, or a subject like photography 
that you study for your own personal enjoyment, I hope you will consider one or 
two suggestions that I have discovered from my own experiences. 

My first rule is that I never want my education to end. Learning is something that 
continues throughout life. If we are to remain interesting citizens and keep one step 
ahead of the fast paced world in which we live, we must always strive for ways to 
improve our minds and our skills. Learning is the one thing that the mind never 
exhausts, never fears, and never regrets. 

My second rule is to avoid the "filling station theory" of learning. You cannot 
expect to pull up to the high octane tank of knowledge and expect the teacher to fill 
up your tank while your brain is idling. Learning doesn't work that way. 

The information in the tank may be disproven, discredited, or useless tomorrow. 



The real trick to learning is developing our ability to think, to make decisions on 
the basis of information rather than merely to absorb information. 

My final rule, and one which I am reminded of constantly is there will always be 
failures. You can't win every time. The trick is not to let failure triumph. Don't quit. 
My favorite illustration is a story about a World War II General named Creighton 
Abrams. At one point during a battle in Europe, General Abrams and his command 
were totally surrounded. The enemy was on all sides, north, east, south, and west. 
Informed of this terrible predicament by his First Lieutenant, General Abrams is 
reported to have said to his troops: "Gentlemen, for the first time in the history of 
this campaign, we are now in a position to attack the enemy from any direction." 
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